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FOREWORD
It is important that Australia secures a fair, competitive and sustainable tax
base for the future prosperity of this nation. Left unchecked, profit shifting
and international tax avoidance is a threat to Australia’s sovereignty.
International tax rules that give multinational corporations access to tax
arrangements that are not available to domestic enterprises provides them
with an unfair advantage. It also means other taxpayers either face a larger
tax burden or accept a lower level of government services.
The Government is committed to taking what action it can within the
current international tax rules to protect the integrity of Australia’s
corporate tax base. International tax reform is also increasingly on the agenda of G20 Finance
Ministers and Leaders.
The OECD report Addressing Base Erosion and Profit Shifting outlines the underlying causes and
challenges and highlights the need for a comprehensive approach. The report also acknowledges the
need for unilateral action, including the need for immediate action from tax administrators to
address compliance issues.
There is a limit to what any one country can do acting alone to reform international tax rules.
Achieving fundamental reform will require international cooperation to reach a broad consensus on
the way forward. Australia is at the forefront of G20 efforts in this area.
The OECD will present an ‘action plan’ to G20 Finance Ministers in July this year. As G20 chair in
2014, Australia can play a prominent role in determining and driving this reform agenda.
One example of action that the Government is taking to protect our corporate tax base is our policy
to ensure that foreign-owned multiple entry consolidated groups and Australian consolidated groups
compete on a level playing field.
This issues paper provides an overview of the process for developing the implementation details of
the policy, and preludes a discussion paper that will be released later this year that canvasses
various implementation options. This approach to developing the implementation details
demonstrates our commitment to a thorough and multi-phased consultation process. We will always
endeavour to engage in a genuine process of consultation to identify and prevent unintended
consequences.
These are important and necessary reforms that will improve the integrity of Australia’s tax system, I
welcome your participation in this process.

The Hon David Bradbury MP
Assistant Treasurer
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REMOVING THE TAX ADVANTAGES AVAILABLE TO MULTIPLE ENTRY
CONSOLIDATED GROUPS

1. OVERVIEW
The Government will improve the efficiency and equity of the tax system by removing any systemic
tax advantages available to foreign-owned multiple entry consolidated (MEC) groups, and those
groups capable of forming MEC groups, that are not available to Australian-owned ordinary
consolidated groups.
The measure will be implemented from 1 July 2014. A tripartite working group (involving the
Treasury, the ATO and the private sector) will be established to consider how the measure could
best be implemented.
The purpose of this issues paper is to:
•

outline the tripartite review process, membership details and indicative timeline;

•

outline the terms of reference for the review;

•

provide preliminary details regarding policy implementation; and

•

provide a brief overview of the key issues that the review will consider.

2. REVIEW PROCESS
2.1 MEMBERSHIP OF THE TRIPARTITE WORKING GROUP
The working group will be chaired by the Treasury and include members from the Australian
Taxation Office (ATO) and private sector tax specialists. The private sector members will be engaged
in a private capacity, drawing on their personal and individual knowledge of the tax system. The
private sector members will be contracted by the Treasury.

2.2 INDICATIVE TIMELINE
July 2013 – Discussion paper released
October 2013 – Public submissions on discussion paper due
February 2014 – Report provided to the Treasurer
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3. TERMS OF REFERENCE
OBJECTIVE
The working group will consider how to best implement the policy objective of removing the
systemic tax advantages available to foreign-owned MEC groups, and those groups capable of
forming MEC groups, that are not available to Australian-owned ordinary consolidated groups.

SCOPE
The working group will restrict its consideration to amendments that would remove the systemic tax
advantages available to foreign-owned MEC groups, and those groups capable of forming MEC
groups, that are not available to Australian-owned ordinary consolidated groups.

CRITERIA
The working group will take into account the following when assessing different implementation
options:
1.

the degree to which each option would achieve the policy objective;

2.

the degree to which each option would minimise foreseeable unintended consequences;

3.

how efficiently and effectively each option could be implemented and subsequently
administered;

4.

the degree to which each option would minimise business compliance costs; and

5.

the timeframe necessary to implement any proposed legislative change.

TIMING
The working group will deliver its report to the Treasurer in February 2014.

CONSULTATION
The working group will release a discussion paper in mid-2013 seeking the business community’s
views on potential options for achieving the policy objective. The working group will meet with
stakeholders if, and as, it becomes necessary throughout the course of the review.

SUPPORT
The working group will be supported by staff from the Treasury and the ATO.
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4. POLICY IMPLEMENTATION
The method of implementation that the Government decides upon will apply from 1 July 2014.
Depending on what action the Government decides to take, some changes may apply from each
affected taxpayer’s income year commencing on or after 1 July 2014, while other changes may apply
to transactions that take place on or after 1 July 2014.
To protect the integrity of the corporate tax system, the Government reserves the right to take
earlier legislative action, including from date of announcement (14 May 2013), if it becomes aware
of any aggressive tax minimisation practices over the course of the tripartite review. The
Government will consider any evidence of aggressive tax practices to include, but not be limited to, a
significant number of:
•

foreign-owned ordinary consolidated groups transitioning to MEC group structures;

•

MEC groups flattening their structures (for example, by incorporating new tier-1 companies or
by lifting low-level subsidiaries up to the tier-1 level); and

•

foreign-owned ordinary consolidated groups transferring subsidiaries to MEC groups with the
same ultimate owner.

5. KEY ISSUES TO CONSIDER
5.1 OVERVIEW OF CONSOLIDATION
The 1999 Review of Business Taxation recommended that a tax consolidation regime replace the old
grouping provisions, noting the benefits that a tax consolidation regime would deliver in terms of
improved efficiency, integrity and simplicity for the tax system. The then Government largely
accepted the Review’s recommendations and implemented the consolidation regime in 2002.
The Review of Business Taxation also recommended that economic groups with no clear head
company in Australia should be allowed to consolidate during a transitional period without
restructuring and be known as MEC groups.
However, during implementation the then Government decided to allow MEC groups to retain their
unique structures indefinitely by making the MEC group provisions a permanent fixture of the
consolidation regime. This decision was made primarily in response to concerns raised around
potential stamp duties and foreign tax liabilities that could result for MEC groups as they
restructured to conform to an ordinary consolidated group structure.
While the Government considers that the consolidation regime is generally operating well, it has
become apparent that the flexibility granted to MEC groups has resulted in some unintended
consequences. The Board of Taxation wrote to the Government in June 2012 to express concerns
around the tax advantages that MEC groups receive over ordinary consolidated groups. The
Government has investigated these concerns further and has identified three clear circumstances
under which MEC groups can receive tax advantages. These are outlined below.
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The tripartite working group will also consider any other tax advantages that it can identify that are
available to foreign-owned MEC groups, and those groups capable of forming MEC groups, but are
not available to Australian-owned ordinary consolidated groups.

5.2 ABILITY TO RESTRUCTURE SOME ASSETS SALES TO AVOID CAPITAL GAINS TAX (CGT)
In many cases, MEC groups can undertake relatively simple restructuring to avoid CGT on the sale of
non-taxable Australian real property (non-TARP) assets that are currently within the Australian tax
net because they are owned by an Australian-resident taxpayer. MEC groups can achieve this by
moving assets to a tier-1 company and then selling the shares in the tier-1 company, rather than
simply selling the underlying asset. As long as less than 50 per cent of the value of the tier-1
company is derived from TARP assets, the sale is eligible for the non-resident CGT exemption. In
comparison, an ordinary consolidated group would not be able to receive the non-resident CGT
exemption on the sale of the shares in a subsidiary, because the shares would be owned by the
Australian-resident head of the group.

EXAMPLE: MEC GROUP RESTRUCTURING ASSET SALE TO AVOID CGT

In this example, the MEC group wishes to sell Asset A (one of many assets that Company A holds),
which would normally attract a CGT liability. To avoid this, the MEC group transfers Asset A to Empty
Co, a tier-1 company in the group owned directly by Foreign Top Co. The value of Empty Co is now
derived entirely from non-TARP assets. As a result, the MEC group can sell the shares in Empty Co
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without being subject to tax on the increased value of Asset A, because the disposal of the shares in
Empty Co is covered by the non-resident CGT exemption.

5.3 CHOICE BETWEEN RETAINING OR RESETTING THE COST BASES OF A JOINING ENTITY’S ASSETS
MEC groups can choose between retaining or resetting the cost bases of a joining entity’s assets.
They can do this by electing to either bring a new entity into the group at the tier-1 level (by
ensuring that some or all of the membership interests in the entity are directly owned by a
non-resident member of the corporate group), or at a lower level in the group (by ensuring that the
entity is directly owned by an existing member of the group). At the tier-1 level, the cost bases of the
assets belonging to the incoming entity are retained. At lower levels, the cost bases of the assets are
reset. A MEC group can therefore choose to bring an entity into the group at the level that results in
the most favourable tax outcome. In comparison, ordinary consolidated groups cannot choose
whether to retain or reset the cost base of the assets belonging to incoming entities.

EXAMPLE: MEC GROUP AVOIDING CGT BY RETAINING THE COST BASE OF A JOINING ENTITY’S ASSET

Top Co chooses to directly purchase Company C, so that Company C joins the MEC group as a tier-1
company. This means that the cost bases of the assets in Company C are retained as it enters the
group. As Top Co purchased Company C progressively over time, some of the increase in the value of
Company C is not fully represented in the cost base of the assets, which is set at $19,000. The MEC
group then transfers the cash in Company C to Company D, before selling Company D. Under the exit
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cost setting rules, the cost base of the shares in Company D is increased by $100,000, resulting in the
capital gain of $81,000 being permanently erased from the tax system.

5.4 CHOICE BETWEEN APPLYING THE POOLING METHOD OR EXIT COST SETTING METHOD
MEC groups can choose between applying the pooling method or exit cost setting process for
calculating the value of the membership interests in a leaving entity. They can do this by electing to
either sell an entity at the tier-1 level (by ensuring that some or all of the membership interests in
the entity are directly owned by a non-resident member of the corporate group), or at a lower level
in the group (by ensuring the entity is directly owned by an existing member of the group). At the
tier-1 level, the cost base of the membership interests in the entity being sold is calculated using the
pooling method. At lower levels, the cost base of the membership interests is calculated using the
exit tax cost setting process. A MEC group can therefore choose the method that minimises its CGT
liability on the sale of the entity. In comparison, ordinary consolidated groups must always use the
exit tax costing setting process for the sale of an entity.

EXAMPLE: MEC GROUPS MINIMISING CGT LIABILITY BY USING THE POOLING RULES

The MEC group is able to sell Company A as a tier-1 company by ensuring that it is directly owned by
Foreign Top Co. This enables the MEC group to use the pooling rules to determine the value of the
membership interests in Company A. In this case, the MEC group is able to record a capital gain of
$16 million, even though it made an economic gain of $198 million.
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